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About This Content

Pirate Adventurers

Ahoy Lubber!

With PIRATE ADVENTURERS you can provide your players with new player character options for 5th edition to create pirate
themed characters. These options can be used to play an entire campaign in a pirate setting, or just to provide a player with more

pirate flavored options than provided by core 5th edition materials.

Allow your players to dive into custom backgrounds, equipment, feats and shipboard roles created just for their swashbuckling
pirates and privateers.

This product will allow you to provide your players with additional player character options and equipment for your pirate themed
world:

4 new variant backgrounds for the sailor background

A boatload of pirate weapons & gear

3 new pirate flavored feats
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Shipboard roles for your characters to gain new abilities geared towards naval combat

These materials were designed to be used with 5th edition rules and can be played directly into your 5th edition favorite
campaign.

Converted by: David Brown

Released on April 10, 2018. Designed for Fantasy Grounds version 3.3.4 and higher.

Requires: An active subscription or a Fantasy Grounds full or ultimate license and the included 5E ruleset.
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Title: Fantasy Grounds - Pirate Adventurers (5E)
Genre: Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
SmiteWorks USA, LLC
Release Date: 17 Apr, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7x , 8x or 10x

Processor: 1.6 GHz or higher processor

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Graphics card recommended

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: a sound card is required for voice communication using external programs like Google Hangouts, Skype or
Discord.

Additional Notes: Requirements vary by the add-ons installed and the number of players connecting to your game.

English
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I am intrigued by Mig-15`s look and the fact that it was technological step forward towards the jet age...but with air to air
missiles not yet incomporated. I did not notice any major bugs on modul, however I never managed to figure out how to use
radio to communicate with AWAST and ATCs even after watching videos on Youtube and checking Flight manual over and
over.
The plane`s flight characteristics makes it pleasant to fly. It is stable plane what makes it suitable for formation flying and
ground attacks with cannons. I never managed to master bombing which is supposed to be executed with intuition rather than
precise aiming. Landings require some practice. Engine is slow responding which forces you to tune your engine management
skills for dogfight.
There is one thing what always concerned me. It has nothing to do with DCS itself, but with actual Mig 15`s design. The aiming
device in the cockpit is so big that it blocks the pilot`s vision. During positine G turns in dogfight gyroscopics aiming pipe
dissapeares behing the body of the aiming device just as the plane you chase, thereafter you only rely on guess or intuition to
aim. I never mastered it and so never became good in dogfights with this plane.
 Conclusion: The module is beautiful, intriguing and posesses the magic , but dogfights are challenging above the average.. I love
the game so much I bought the music just to support the creator some more. More coins for you so you can make another game
for me to buy.. It's rare for me to recommend a Kemco game. ... Like very rare. However, if there was a Kemco game that I
would recommend anyone get, it would be this game. There is a feel of it that is pretty cool. Maybe it's because going 'retro
fantasy game' lowers the expectations.

However, as a video game, it is very enjoyable and it is definitely worth having if you enjoy RPGs. It's definitely classic in the
old Dragon Quest format feel.. I am not a fan of platforming games and this one is no exception but I can see some good things
in this game. The gameplay is good, the art style fits the game and story and the music is awesome.

It may be a good game to play for some time.. This game is soo much fun. always has some this new for the user such as, new
dungons, skins, and items! 10\/10
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Pretty good mystery\/horror game. Consist of two main routes, each of them containing a part of the story necessary to
understand what's going on. I was expecting some grand finale, aka true ending 3rd route but sadly it doesnt have that.
Not that it matters too much, the game is perfectly fine and enjoyable as is.. I wasn't really expecting much since it was a cheap
game but hey I played free otome games and they were awesome, and I was really disappointed with this one.

The story was short and too simple, and you don't get hints on how your answers affect the relationship with the characters, and
the answer options are repetitive. Even if you end up with different characters, THE OPTIONS THAT LEADS TO THE
ENDING REMAINS THE SAME FOR BOTH. There's no difference!! Even the lines are same; modified abit according to
characters.

There was this one annoying cut scene where all the characters went clubbing in the club and it was a video of real life people in
the club, found it annoying that they: 1. didn't put a skip button, i had to endure the whole scene. 2. They made it clear in the
beginning to make the game korean as possible, but the video was full of white people, even one of the characters who were
supposedly dj-ing turned white here lol. It looks lazy AF to me.

I wouldn't recommend this game, if you're interested in alot of endings because to me, there seems to be only two : accept the
character then move or leave.. This is actually a really neat game. It's a combination of tetris and bejeweled with real-time block
management thrown in. I randomly installed this out of my phat library, and was not disappoint. The challenges are fun and can
be difficult - but not so difficult that they're impossible. If you're looking for a casual game to kill time with, I'd totally
reccommend this game... I mean, come on guys, there's inspirational flute music.. Fun random little game. Couple of tricky
platform jumps. Some jump puzzles. Got it on discount. Very short game but worth the hour I spent playing it.. <===TO BE
CONTINUED. Good and different skins.. Finally a space RPG with Capital ships!

Graphics are great, sounds are good and gameplay is excellent! The ship models are absolutely amazing too!

Looking forward to pumping some hours into this.. Pointless game
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